


Holly, Age 9

Holly, Today

Have you ever seen something created from the 

heart? I’ve created patented clothing that is made 

with children as the main focus: Little Heroes® is 

inspiring and functional, offering plastic snaps at seams 

to allow multiple outputs and accessibility for monitor 

lines, IVs, casts, and all the other things that can make 

a hospital stay uncomfortable. More than anything, 

children should have the opportunity of comfortable and 

fun attire that also provides a sense of independence.

I’m passionate about making children’s hospital stays 

more comfortable and empowering because I know 

what it feels like to lie in hospital beds as a child. I was 

diagnosed with a congenital heart defect and at hours old 

had life saving surgery. I had two open-heart surgeries 

when I was 9 and 10 and spent a lot of time in the hospital 

recovering. 

Whether I was at the hospital for a long term stay or a 

checkup, I dreaded putting on the uncomfortable drab 

hospital gown that made me feel even more like “the sick 

kid”. 

I designed Little Heroes® children’s hospital apparel so 

that children could feel more like themselves, so if you’d 

like to join me in making hospital stays more comfortable 

and empowering, please gift a Little Heroes® to a child 

and put a smile on their face at a time they need it most. 

www.heroicheartsllc.com

To order visit www.heroicheartsllc.com

For additional inquiries please email 

smile@heroicheartsllc.com

or call 512-201-7350.

H  Machine wash warm, tumble dry low
H  Imported by Heroic Hearts, LLC

H  Kids’ Hospital Apparel
H  U.S. Pat. No. D,759,351

All Little Heroes®

G A R M E N T S



   Little Heroes®

 H S O L I D  H

H  Available in sizes 2-6
H  100% Pima Cotton for maximum breathability
H   Choose SOFT BLUE or SOFT PINK 

or email smile@heroicheartsllc.com 
to inquire about additional colors

A super soft pair of pants and shirt 

that feature plastic snaps at inside 

seams to maximize comfort while 

acting as outputs for IVs, monitor 

lines, casts, etc. Front opening  

offers easy access for medical  

professionals.  Pocket on pants  

is ideal for toys, medical devices  

or cords. GE
T 

CO
ZY

!



Little Heroes®

 H D I N O S A U R  H
Little Heroes®

 H P R I N C E S S  H

H  Available in sizes 2-6
H  100% Cotton for maximum breathability

H   Available in infant sizes  
through size 6

H   100% Cotton for maximum  
breathabilityBEWARE of the dinosaur!  Bringing out 

dino-sized fun, creativity and allowing 

your loved one’s imagination to run wild, 

this super soft pair of pants and shirt  

feature plastic snaps at inside seams 

to maximize comfort while acting as an 

output for IVs, monitor lines, casts, etc. The 

front opening offers easy access for medical  

professionals if they dare get close enough!  

Pocket on pants is ideal for toys, medical 

devices, or cords.  These dinosaurs have big 

hearts and will light up a room brighter than the yellow 

scales on the sleeves and hat!

Hear ye!  Hear ye!  Adorn your royal 

loved one in a super soft gown  

that provides plastic snaps at inside 

seams to maximize comfort while  

acting as an output for IVs, monitor 

lines, casts, etc.  The front opening  

offers easy access for medical  

professionals. Ruffled sleeves add a 

majestic flair and the sparkling crown 

hat completes the regal ensemble.YOUR HIGHNESS WILL LOVE IT!ROAR!



Little Heroes®

 H S U P E R H E R O  H
Heroic Hearts®

 H L O G O  P R I N T  H

H  Available in size 18-24M
H   100% Cotton for maximum  

breathability
H  Fun logo print

A super soft pair of pants and shirt 

that feature plastic snaps at  

inside seams to maximize comfort 

while acting as outputs for IVs, 

monitor lines, casts, etc.  

Front opening  

offers easy access for  

medical professionals.

It’s a bird…it’s a plane…it’s a superhero!  

Your hero is brave, courageous, and 

strong!  The super soft pair of pants and 

shirt feature superpowers such as plastic 

snaps at inside seams to maximize  

comfort while acting as an output for the 

villainous IVs, monitor lines, casts, etc. 

Pocket on pants is ideal for toys, medical 

devices, cords or additional superpow-

ers.  The removable cape proudly hails 

your loved one’s crusade with the word 

“HERO” for everyone to honor.  Snuggle!KAPOW!

H  Available in infant sizes through size 6
H  100% Cotton for maximum breathability



Little Heroes®

 H S L E E P S A C K  H

A gentle and luxurious sleep sack that 

features plastic snaps at seams and an 

elastic bottom.  Front opening allows for 

easy access for medical professionals so 

your new bundle of joy can stay snuggled 

in soft, breathable cotton.

H  Available in Newborn and Small (NB-3M) sizes
H  100% Cotton for maximum breathability

naptime!

We just got your new baby sizes and we are in 

LOVE.  I suspect we will use them in the next few 

weeks and will continue to need more.  They are 

the perfect size and are so sweet and well made.  

It is something “shiny” that we can send to our 

families who now have babies in casts…makes all 

of our days.

–  HEIDI ALLEN, Occupational Therapist  

Seattle Children’s Hospital

It’s comfortable and kids would love it!
–  BRAYDEN SHIELDS, age 6, St. Jude patient

My mom gave Brayden his Little Heroes® outfit 

before his surgery.  I wasn’t able to get a picture of 

him in it the hospital but he is now sporting it outside 

of the hospital and LOVES it!  It’
s the simple things, 

like not having to wear the hospital gowns, that 

brightened all of our days while there!  Thank you!

–  KRISTIN McGRATH

This little outfit made all the difference for my son when he went to have medical testing done last week. He took one look at the old, worn out hospital gown and decided he would not wear it. We got approval for him to put on his superhero outfit and he spent his time waiting for the procedure “flying” around the back room. Thanks for giving us smiles during our difficult time!–  LIBBY REEVES

It is vital for our patients to feel a sense of 

comfort and normalcy here in the hospital…

You never know the true power of a soft, fun, 

and thoughtful garment until you are in a 

vulnerable place.–  DELL CHILDREN’S MEDICAL CENTER

W H A T  O U R  C U S T O M E R S
H A R E  S A Y I N G  H
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